Experimental evidence that ooid size reflects a dynamic equilibrium between rapid precipitation and abrasion rates
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A B S T R A C T

Ooids are enigmatic concentrically coated carbonate sand grains that reflect a fundamental mode of carbonate sedimentation and inorganic product of the carbon cycle—trends in their composition and size are thought to record changes in seawater chemistry over Earth history. Substantial debate persists concerning the roles of physical, chemical, and microbial processes in their growth, including whether carbonate precipitation on ooid surfaces is driven by seawater chemistry or microbial activity, and what role—if any—sediment transport and abrasion play. To test these ideas, we developed an approach to study ooids in the laboratory employing sediment transport stages and seawater chemistry similar to natural environments. Ooid abrasion and precipitation rates in the experiments were four orders of magnitude faster than radiocarbon net growth rates of natural ooids, implying that ooids approach a stable size representing a dynamic equilibrium between precipitation and abrasion. Results demonstrate that the physical environment is as important as seawater chemistry in controlling ooid growth and, more generally, that sediment transport plays a significant role in chemical sedimentary systems.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The ubiquity of ooids in carbonate sequences of all ages makes them valuable paleoenvironmental proxies. For example, observations of temporal trends in the primary mineralogy (calcite vs. aragonite) of ooid cortices provided key evidence of oscillations in marine carbonate chemistry over Phanerozoic time (Mackenzie and Pigott, 1981; Sandberg, 1983; Wilkinson et al., 1985). Furthermore, although most modern ooids are ~1 mm in diameter, ooid size distributions have not been constant over Earth history; many Neoproterozoic carbonate successions include units with exceptionally large “giant ooids” up to ~1 cm in diameter (Sumner and Grotzinger, 1993; Swett and Knoll, 1989; Zempolich et al., 1988) and worldwide increases in ooid size have been documented in early Triassic strata, succeeding the largest known mass extinction (Li et al., 2015). Much of the potential of ooids as paleoenvironmental proxies has not been realized because the controls on ooid size and net growth rates remain uncertain.

The classic model of ooid growth stipulates that ooid cortices form via abiotic precipitation of aragonite or calcite from fluids supersaturated with respect to CaCO₃ while ooid nuclei are fully suspended in the water column (Bathurst, 1975); ooid size is expected to increase monotonically until grains are permanently buried and/or achieve a maximum size at which they can no longer be suspended (Sumner and Grotzinger, 1993). Under this model, larger ooids are predicted to result from faster precipitation rates promoted by seawater chemistry (Li et al., 2015; Swett and Knoll, 1989), combined with increased agitation to allow larger grains to be suspended and lower burial rates resulting in longer ooid lifetimes for active growth (Sumner and Grotzinger, 1993). Recent studies documenting the microbiota associated with ooid cortices have revived the hypothesis that ooid genesis is an inherently biological process in which microbiobally-promoted carbonate precipitation, while grains are at rest, may be significant (Diaz et al., 2015; Mariotti et al., 2014; O’Reilly et al., 2017; Pacton et al., 2012; Summons et al., 2013), with implications for interpreting patterns of ooid occurrence as a biomarker.

In principle, both chemical (dissolution) and physical (abrasion) mechanisms could act in opposition to ooid growth. Existing models often implicitly assume that rates of dissolution and abrasion are constantly less than that of precipitation, such that ooids rarely or never reach a stable size at which additive (precipitation) and reductive (abrasion and/or dissolution) rates are equal. Dissolution is unlikely to occur at significant rates in the water column and on the bed surface, although it may be significant when grains are buried for extended periods of time because pore fluids can be corrosive to carbonate phases (Walter and Burton, 1990). Abrasion rates for sand-sized particles have not been well-constrained the-
oretically or experimentally, but previous authors have suggested that abrasion might play a significant role in ooid development via several mechanisms; abrasion has been hypothesized to affect cortical textures (Heller et al., 1980; Kahle, 1974; Loreau and Purser, 1973; Medwedeff and Wilkinson, 1983; Strasser, 1986), increase grain roundness and sphericity (Bathurst, 1975; Van Ee and Wannless, 2008), and exert a maximum size limit on a population of ooids (Bathurst, 1975; Sumner and Grotzinger, 1993).

Bathurst (1975) argued that the rate of increase in particle volume ($V_P$) due to precipitation is proportional to particle surface area, while the rate of decrease in particle volume due to abrasion depends on particle kinetic energy and is therefore proportional to particle volume (i.e. mass). If correct, these two relationships suggest that there must be some size ($D_{eq}$) at which precipitation and abrasion rates are equal (Fig. 1a). There are fundamental differences in how we interpret ooid size depending on whether or not ooids tend to be near $D_{eq}$: if ooids are much smaller than $D_{eq}$, as current models typically assume, ooid size is expected to be a function of carbonate chemistry and time (neither can be readily measured for ancient oolites), whereas if ooids are near $D_{eq}$ in size, ooid size is expected to be a function of carbonate chemistry and current energy (Fig. 1b). This distinction has significant interpretive implications for the geologic record of ooids because current energies and sediment transport stages can be constrained from field observations, while the lifetimes of individual ancient ooids currently cannot.

We need constraints on the magnitudes of precipitation and abrasion rates to determine what proportion, if any, of an ooid’s lifetime (defined hereafter as the length of time from initial ooid nucleation to final burial) might be spent at a size near $D_{eq}$. Stepwise radio carbon ages of marine ooid cortices have provided a key insight into grain lifetimes and ooid growth rates (Beaupré et al., 2015); remarkably, these rates are significantly slower than ooid growth rates calculated using aragonite precipitation rates from experiments (Ferguson et al., 1978), empirical rate laws (Zhong and Mucci, 1989), and modern field data (Broecker and Takahashi, 1966) (Fig. 2). Hypotheses for ooid genesis typically invoke processes that promote carbonate precipitation (Diaz et al., 2015; O’Reilly et al., 2017; Paxton et al., 2012; Sumner and Grotzinger, 1993), but these rate data reorient the perspective: why do ooids grow so slowly? Carbonate precipitation is notoriously complex, but mechanisms that can slow precipitation rate typically affect it by less than one order of magnitude (Morse et al., 2007). There are several possible explanations for this disparity: (1) ooid growth is driven by microbial activity in quiet water and slow net growth reflects the intermittency at which ooids are in these environments; (2) ooid growth occurs while grains are in motion, but at much slower rates than our estimates imply for some as yet unknown cause; or (3) another mechanism, such as abrasion or dissolution, acts in opposition to rapid growth. None of these rates are well-constrained by experiments or field observations, but they have important implications for determining $D_{eq}$ and the growth histories of ooids (e.g. Fig. 1b).

In this study, we tested two end-member models of ooid growth and ooid size (Fig. 1b): (1) that ooids grow monotonically and their size is a function of carbonate chemistry and ooid lifetime ($D < D_{eq}$ and $t_{eq} > t_{ooid}$, where $t_{eq}$ is the timescale to approach $D_{eq}$ and $t_{ooid}$ is ooid lifetime), and (2) that ooids spend much of their lifetime near dynamic equilibrium between precipitation and abrasion ($D = D_{eq}$ and $t_{eq} < t_{ooid}$), such that their size is a function of carbonate chemistry and current energy. In the second model, individual ooids might experience multiple episodes of net growth (for $D < D_{eq}$) and net abrasion (for $D > D_{eq}$). We designed a series of experiments to measure two of the key unknown rates described above—precipitation rate on ooid surfaces while grains are in motion and ooid abrasion rate—to determine $D_{eq}$ in our experimental system by varying grain size and current energy. Neither of these rates has been previously examined—there are no experimental constraints on abrasion rates of carbonate sand grains, and previous ooid precipitation experiments did not incorporate vigorous sediment transport (Davies et al., 1978; Ferguson et al., 1978; Suess and Fütterer, 1972). We used these experimental rates to calibrate a new model of single-particle abrasion rates for ooids as a function of grain size and bed shear velocity that builds on bedrock abrasion models (Lamb et al., 2008; Sklar and Dietrich, 2004) in order to compare natural ooid sizes with predicted values for $D_{eq}$ under a range of typical conditions.
2. Ooid size model

The hypothesis that abrasion counteracts precipitation in ooid genesis can be expressed as a simple mass balance relation for change in ooid volume ($V_p$) over time (i.e. net ooid growth rate):

$$\frac{dV_p}{dt}_{\text{net}} = \frac{dV_p}{dt}_{\text{precipitation}} - f \cdot \frac{dV_p}{dt}_{\text{abrasion}},$$

in which an intermittency factor, $f$, is the time spent in transport relative to total time. By combining equations for carbonate precipitation and single particle abrasion rates, we can estimate $\frac{dV_p}{dt}_{\text{net}}$ as a function of intermediate grain diameter, $D$, and chemical and physical environmental variables.

We used a simple carbonate precipitation rate relation (Morse et al., 2007),

$$\frac{dV_p}{dt}_{\text{precipitation}} = k (\Omega_{\text{aragonite}} - 1)^n \cdot A_{\text{surface}} \cdot \rho_{\text{ooid}}^{-1} \cdot M(\text{CaCO}_3),$$

(2)

to predict precipitation rate for a given solution saturation state, $\Omega_{\text{aragonite}}$, as a function of particle surface area, $A_{\text{surface}}$, and ooid density, $\rho_{\text{ooid}}$, where $M(\text{CaCO}_3)$ is the molar mass of CaCO$_3$. Both the rate constant, $k$, and the reaction order, $n$, can vary with fluid chemistry, reaction mechanism, and surface properties (Morse et al., 2007). For simplicity, we chose $k = 12.9$ μmol/m$^2$ h and $n = 2.26$, as determined empirically for aragonite precipitation in artificial seawater (Zhong and Mucci, 1989). Ooid surfaces are characterized by submicron-scale surface roughness that increases the reactive surface area beyond the geometric surface area of a smooth ellipsoid. Here we adopted a specific surface area estimate based on the measurements of sand-sized coral particles (Walter and Morse, 1984) due to similarities in surface microstructure (Fig. S1):

$$A_{\text{surface}} = \frac{1}{6\pi} D^3 \cdot \rho_{\text{ooid}} \cdot SSA,$$

(3)

where specific surface area, SSA, is given in m$^2$/g.

Sternberg’s law describes the decrease in particle size due to abrasion during bedload transport as a function of transport distance. This relationship has been evaluated experimentally and in the field for gravel-bed rivers (Gomez et al., 2001; Kodama, 1994; Lewin and Brewer, 2002; Parker, 1991), but it is unclear if this approach can also describe the abrasion of ooids, particularly because these sand-sized particles are often transported near the threshold of suspension. Alternately, Bathurst (1975) and subsequent authors suggested that ooid abrasion rate is proportional to grain volume ($V_p$), but this model does not capture the intuitive prediction that abrasion rate should exhibit an optima and then drop off to zero for large grain sizes that are below the threshold for motion at a given current energy. Thus, we modified a total-load bedrock erosion model (Lamb et al., 2008) to predict single particle abrasion rates for sand-sized grains in seawater, for a range of grain sizes ($D$) and bed shear velocities ($u_b$), transported across bedload and suspended load regimes, which includes a Stokes number threshold for viscous damping of low energy grain impacts (see Supplementary Material). Notably, bed shear velocity can be related to current and wave properties in a variety of natural coastal settings (unidirectional flow, combined flow, etc.; Grant and Mad- sen, 1982) and is therefore a useful metric for relating the model to modern and ancient ooid environments.

3. Ooid experimental goals and setup

We designed two sets of experiments to test the ooid evolution models by isolating effects of bed shear velocity ($u_b$) and initial grain size ($D$) on ooid net growth. The first experimental set consisted of 18 experiments, each with a different bed shear stress ($u_b$), with all other parameters held constant including initial grain size ($D$), for two types of natural ooids (see below and Table S1). The second experiment set consisted of three pairs of experiments, each pair with two different initial grain sizes ($D$), but all other parameters held constant including $u_b$. Both sets of experiments employed the same experimental apparatus and used the same seawater carbonate chemistry typical of tropical seawater, prepared with Instant Ocean Aquarium Sea Salt Mix: [Ca$^{2+}$] = 9.4 mM, [Mg$^{2+}$] = 52 mM, $\Omega_{\text{aragonite}} \approx 2.9$, and 30‰ salinity (Table S2). For starting materials, we selected two types of natural ooids that represent classic endmembers in terms of morphology and environment: Bahamian marine ooids sold as CarbSea Arag-Alive Bahamas Oolite aquarium sand and lacustrine ooids collected from Bridger Bay in the Great Salt Lake (GSL), Utah. We used a setup of wet abrasion mills similar to those used to study bedrock abrasion by particles in bed load and suspended load (Schein gross et al., 2014; Sklar and Dietrich, 2001) (Fig. S2) in the Earth Surface Dynamics Laboratory at Caltech. We chose experimental conditions to constrain two key variables in the precipitation-abrasion ooid size model ($D$ and $u_b$) across ranges that bracket modern ooid-forming environments (Table S1). We assessed how the rate of ooid size change varied over parameter space by varying initial grain type/size or Rouse number ($P = w_s/(\kappa u_b)$, where $w_s$ is sediment fall velocity and $\kappa = 0.41$ is von Kármán’s constant) (Table S1). The $u_b$ was above the threshold of motion for the coarsest grains and it was visually confirmed that all grains were in motion for all experiments. Typical of turbulent suspensions, sediment concentrations were dilute such that grain–grain collisions in the water column were negligible relative to grain-bed impacts (Leeder, 1979).

We ran pairs of experiments with different initial grain sizes at fixed $u_b$ to test and compare the hypotheses illustrated in Fig. 1b. There are three sets of predicted outcomes corresponding to different ooid growth theories:

- If the dynamic equilibrium model is correct and the initial ooid size is near $D_{eq}$, finer grains ($D < D_{eq}$) should
be more likely to experience net precipitation \( (dV_p/\,dt > 0) \), whereas coarser grains \( (D > D_{eq}) \) should experience net abra-
sion \( (dV_p/\,dt < 0) \). Given that the sediment transport and seawater chemistry conditions were similar to modern ooid-
forming environments, this hypothesis would suggest that the ooids were also near \( D_{eq} \) in nature.

- Conversely, if the monotonic growth model is correct and nat-
ural ooids are much finer than \( D_{eq} \), ooids should grow, regard-
less of size, under our experimental conditions.

- Finally, if ooids abrade regardless of size, there may be some
other factor preventing net precipitation while grains are in
motion (e.g. lack of microbial biofilms), which could lend
credence to the hypothesis that microbially-mediated ooid
growth in quiet water environments is significant.

These experiments, therefore, were not designed to explicitly
test the hypothesis that ooid growth can be promoted by microbial
biofilms, but instead to determine whether ooids can grow during
active transport and, if so, at what rate.

Ooids were washed, dried, and sieved prior to the experiments.
Fine- and medium-sand-sized ooids (sieved between 125–250 μm
and 250–500 μm, respectively) were used because these size
ranges are common in modern ooid environments. Both types
of ooids have measured densities of \( \sim 2.8 \, \text{g/cm}^3 \) (Table S3), in-
termediate between the densities of pure calcite and pure aragonite.

To capture the appropriate bed roughness, ooid hardgrounds were
created for the base of each abrasion mill using epoxy to attach
a \( \sim 5 \, \text{mm} \) layer of medium-sand-sized ooids to a basal plastic
disc. These hardgrounds were necessary to create a realistic hy-
dynamic boundary condition, while also preventing interchange
between ooids in active transport and ooids at rest (e.g. as a bed
of loose ooids). Without this interchange, the experimental time
is assumed to be equal to the transport time for the population
of ooids \( (f = 1 \, \text{in the experiment}) \). The experimental results depend
on \( \Omega_{aragonite} \), however it is worth noting that non-marine envi-
rionments like the Great Salt Lake could behave differently due to
differences in fluid density through salinity and carbonate chem-
istry.

For each experiment, all variables were held constant and the
change in ooid size and shape was measured after 5 to 17 days
of continuous transport. Carbonate speciation and \( \Omega_{aragonite} \)
were tracked by measuring pH via electrode and assuming a constant
pCO₂ from vigorous mixing with the atmosphere (Fig. S3). The
temperature was \( 21 \pm 2 \, ^\circC \). Evaporative losses were mitigated by
water addition to maintain a consistent experimental water vol-
ume during each experiment. After each experiment, ooids were
siphoned from each abrasion mill, sieved with 60 μm wire mesh,
rinsed with deionized water, and dried.

Ooid populations were characterized before and after each ex-
periment using transmitted and reflected light microscopy, scan-
ing electron microscopy (Zeiss 1550VP Field Emission SEM at
the Caltech GPS Division Analytical Facility), and grain size anal-
ysis via the Microtrac Particle Size Analyzer at the University of
Wyoming Sedimentary Petrology Lab (Fig. S4); mean grain size di-
dimensions from Particle Size Analyzer data are reproducible to <1%
between measurements for samples \( > 100,000 \) grains (Fig. S5). We
estimated volumetric rates of ooid size change \( (dV_p/\,dt)_{\text{net}} \) by cal-
culating the difference in mean grain volume per unit time, using
mean major, intermediate, and minor grain axes determined via
the Particle Size Analyzer and assuming an ellipsoidal grain shape.
This method of measuring \( dV_p/\,dt \) agreed closely with an inde-
pendent estimate determined by directly measuring mass loss (see
Supplementary Material).

Fig. 3. Secondary electron microscopy (SEM) images of ooid surface textures from
both abrasion and growth experiments, using 15 kV accelerating voltage and
8–12 mm working distance. (a–b) Medium-sand-sized Bahamian ooids prior to (a)
and after (b) an abrasion experiment showing exhumed microborings traces now ex-
posed by abrasion on the polished surface. (c–d) Fine-sand-sized GSL ooids prior to
(c) and after (d) a net precipitation experiment illustrating incipient aragonite
laminate on the surface.

4. Results

The Bahamian ooids have thin cortices that are often mi-
critized, irregular subangular to subrounded shapes, and diverse
nuclei, while GSL ooids have thicker cortices with well-preserved
textures, subrounded to well-rounded shapes, and two types of
nuclei—micritized arthropod fecal pellets and angular quartz grains
(Fig. S6). The Bahamian ooids are smaller and more elongated than
the GSL ooids (Table S4). Experiments with net abrasion produced
oids with distinctly polished surfaces (Fig. 3a–b), while trials
with net precipitation produced irregular geometric surface tex-
tures characterized by aragonite precipitation (Fig. 3c–d). Abrasion-
polished surfaces of Bahamian ooids commonly revealed networks
of microborings (Fig. 3b)—trace fossils of endolithic microbes—
comparable to those observed by acid leaching the outermost lay-
ers of ooids (Duguid et al., 2010; Harris et al., 1979).

Most experiments \( (n = 19) \) produced net abrasion \( (dV_p/\,dt < 0) \), but a subset of trials \( (n = 6) \) with finer initial grain size or
lower \( u_\text{e} \) produced net precipitation \( (dV_p/\,dt > 0) \) (Fig. 4, Table
S1), as expected if grain sizes were near \( D_{eq} \) (Fig. 1). Experimental
net abrasion \( (\text{mean } 1.1 \times 10^4 \, \mu\text{m}^3/\text{h}) \) and precipitation
\( (\text{mean } 5.2 \times 10^1 \, \mu\text{m}^3/\text{h}) \) rates were typically three to four orders of
magnitude faster than typical radiocarbon net growth rates, but similar
to the magnitude predicted using our model for the rate of abiotic
carbonate precipitation (Fig. 4, Table S1). For a given ooid type and
size (e.g. medium-sand-sized Bahamian ooids), observed abrasion
rates were not sensitive to changes in \( u_\text{e} \), except for low \( u_\text{e} \), where
grains were nearest the threshold for motion and viscous damping
of particle impacts was most likely to be significant (Fig. 4a, see
Supplementary Material). Paired experiments varying initial grain
size at fixed \( u_\text{e} \) demonstrate that the sign of net ooid size change
(i.e. net growth vs. net abrasion) can be modulated by initial grain
size (Fig. 4c), supporting the hypothesis that, under our experi-
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mental conditions, \( D_{eq} \) is an intermediate value between these two grain sizes. In net abrasion experiments, the dimensions of Bahamian ooids were reduced subequally along all axes, while for the GSL ooids reduction of the major axis dimensions was approximately double that of the intermediate and minor axis dimensions (Fig. S7a). These shape changes are similar to the findings of Domokos et al. (2014) that pebble erosion occurs in two discrete phases: an initial phase in which sharp edges abrade and roundness increases, and a second phase in which particle aspect ratios evolve towards unity. Our ooid data generally follow these predictions: abrasion of the more angular Bahamian ooids appears to be partitioned more strongly into increasing roundness (Fig. S7b) than the initially more rounded GSL ooids.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Our experiments demonstrate that ooid abrasion rates are significantly more rapid than radiocarbon net growth rate across a range of transport conditions similar to those on natural ooid shoals (Fig. 4a). Intermittency of ooid transport and abrasion could provide a mitigating factor for rapid abrasion because ooids spend some fraction of their lifetimes at rest, for example in larger bar forms (Davis et al., 1978)—a phenomenon that was purposefully not replicated in our experiments. However, a very small intermittency factor (\( f \)) of \( \sim 5 \times 10^{-4} \) (\(<5 \) h of movement per year) would be required to reduce the magnitude of our observed time-averaged abrasion rates to that of even the most rapid radiocarbon net growth rate measured. This is in striking contrast to the frequent transport of vigorous suspended sediment transport observed in modern ooid-forming environments (Bathurst, 1975; Rankey et al., 2006). The experimental abrasion rates are simply far too large for intermittency in sediment transport to accommodate. The experimental abrasion rates do, however, match the rates of carbonate precipitation observed in our experiments under conditions typical of seawater chemistry and anticipated from field, experiment, and empirical-based estimates (Broecker and Takahashi, 1966; Ferguson et al., 1978; Zhong and Mucci, 1989) (Fig. 4).

The calibrated precipitation-abrasion model makes an important prediction that highlights the significance of sediment transport regime. For fine-sand-sized grains and finer, the model predicts that abrasion rate increases monotonically with \( u_s \) (Fig. 58). In contrast, for medium-sand-sized grains and coarser, the model predicts a local minimum in abrasion rate reflecting a trade-off between the frequent low energy impacts in bedload and the less frequent but more energetic impacts in suspended load. This trade-off is not observed in finer grain sizes due to viscous damping of lower energy impacts (Davis et al., 1986; Scheingross et al., 2014), but has significant implications for coarser grains because it illustrates that abrasion rate can be reduced by increasing bed shear velocity such that more grains are transported in suspension. Thus abrasion rate does not increase monotonically with size as previously envisioned (Fig. 1a), and consequently ooids can have larger

![Fig. 4. Comparison of precipitation-abrasion ooid size model with experimental results. (a) Modeled decrease in ooid size (\( -dV_p/dt \)) for grain sizes bracketing initial (346 and 334 \( \mu \)m) and final (334 and 310 \( \mu \)m) sizes of medium-sand-sized GSL and Bahamian ooids, respectively, versus \( u_s \) for \( D_{eq} = 2.9 \) and \( f = 1 \), compared with experimental results net abrasion rates for medium-sand-sized Bahamian (open orange diamonds) and GSL ooids (open grey circles). Each data point without error bars represents a single experimental trial, while data points with error bars show the geometric mean and standard deviation of replicate trials, with the number of trials (\( n = 2 \) or \( 3 \)) indicated next to the data point. (b) Modeled increase in ooid size (\( dV_p/dt \)) versus \( u_s \) for \( f = 1 \), compared with experimental net precipitation rates for medium-sand-sized Bahamian ooids (solid orange diamonds), fine-sand-sized Bahamian ooids (solid red diamonds) and fine-sand-sized GSL ooids (solid grey circles). Note that the net precipitation observed with fine Bahamian ooids is far less than the similarly sized fine GSL ooids and the model predictions, perhaps suggesting some kinetic limitation for this combination of experimental parameters. (c) Paired experimental trials demonstrating that varying grain size can modulate whether ooids experience net growth (\( dV_p/dt > 0 \)) or net abrasion (\( dV_p/dt < 0 \)) via its impact on transport stage. These trials used fine-sand-sized and medium-sand-sized GSL and Bahamian ooids at shear velocities, demonstrating that finer grain sizes experienced net growth, while coarser grain sizes experienced net abrasion. Note that rates in (c) are plotted on a linear scale, while rates in (a) and (b) are on a logarithmic scale. Different Stokes thresholds in (b) are discussed in Supplementary Material. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
$D_{eq}$ in higher energy environments—all else kept equal. While increased agitation has been suggested as a possible mechanism for producing larger ooids under the monotonic growth model by virtue of allowing larger grains to be suspended and therefore increasing $\tau_{ooid}$ (Bathurst, 1975; Summer and Grotzinger, 1993), the dynamic equilibrium model predicts that larger ooids can occur for higher $u_s$ because abrasion is minimized, regardless of $\tau_{ooid}$.

Our experimental results support the dynamic equilibrium model of ooid growth (Fig. 1b): the sign of net ooid size change (i.e. net growth vs. net abrasion) can be changed by varying grain size (Fig. 4c), indicating that $D_{eq}$ in our experiments was within the range of typical natural ooid sizes in modern environments. The monotonic growth theory predicts that ooids should not experience significant abrasion, regardless of size, but our experiments demonstrate net abrasion for a range of transport regimes, indicating that ooid size is not a simple monotonic positive function of $\tau_{ooid}$. Our experiments also demonstrate net growth under conditions of constant sediment transport, indicating that biofilms developed on ooids at rest are not required for ooid growth. Furthermore, the rapid experimental precipitation rates suggest that grains at rest would be cemented to the bed rather than grow slowly, while, conversely, the rapid experimental abrasion rates indicate that typical ooids would rapidly decay in size on timescales of hours in active shoal settings if abrasion was not balanced by precipitation for actively transported grains (Fig. S9). Our data imply that both precipitation and abrasion play significant roles in determining ooid size change (eqn. (1)) and that ooids may spend much of their lifetime near an equilibrium size, $D_{eq}$, representing a dynamic balance between abrasion and precipitation (that is, $(dV_p/dt)_{net} = 0$).

The rapid experimental net precipitation and net abrasion rates suggest that $\tau_{eq}$, the timescale to approach $D_{eq}$, is short relative to a typical ooid lifetime ($\tau_{ooid}$) (see Supplementary Material), such that natural ooids should often have sizes near $D_{eq}$. We can therefore apply the calibrated ooid precipitation-abrasion model to generate expectations of ooid size (i.e. $D_{eq}$) in natural settings. Fig. 5a compares values of $D_{eq}$ predicted by the precipitation-abrasion model as a function of $u_s$ and $Q_{aragonite}$ with the observed size ranges of modern and ancient ooids. For $f = 0.05$ (Bathurst, 1975; Davies et al., 1978) and suspended load transport ($0.8 > P > 2.5$), the model predicts equilibrium ooid sizes ranging from 350 to 1000 μm (Fig. 5b), consistent with the distributions of ooid sizes in modern marine and lacustrine environments and typical oolitic grainstones in the rock record (Bathurst, 1975; Peryt, 1983). In general, we predict that larger ooids require some combination of higher $u_s$, higher $Q_{aragonite}$, and lower $f$ (less frequent movement) and that $u_s$ has the most power to affect equilibrium ooid size without requiring a change in precipitation rate for transport near the threshold of suspension (Fig. 5b)—the regime in which ooids are commonly transported (Bathurst, 1975; Rankey et al., 2006). Energetic transport, therefore, may have been critical for the production of large ancient ooids.

Notably, the dynamic equilibrium model does not require independent constraints on individual ooid lifetimes or net growth rates, which is useful not only for analyzing ancient ooid grainstones but also for contextualizing radiocarbon ages and net growth rates of modern ooids. Ages of modern ooids suggest that they are relatively long-lived particles, while sequential radiocarbon dating of modern ooid cortices by Beaupré et al. (2015) suggested that growth was relatively steady, if slow, in modern ooids from Australia and the Bahamas. While the precipitation and abrasion rates determined experimentally in this study indicate that ooids should approach $D_{eq}$ rapidly relative to $\tau_{ooid}$ (see Supplementary Material), we also expect that $D_{eq}$ should be dynamic over an ooid’s lifetime, particularly due to variable transport conditions. Individual ooids may alternate through episodes of net precipitation and net abrasion throughout their lifetimes (Fig. 1b). We therefore expect that the carbonate preserved in an ooid cortex reflects only a portion of the total material added to that ooid via precipitation over its lifetime, the balance of which has been removed during episodes of net abrasion. With this consideration, the radiocarbon content of ooid cortices represents only the portions of net precipitation episodes that have been preserved throughout individual ooid histories and is likely to record apparent net growth rates that are much slower than instantaneous rates.
Finally, the dynamic equilibrium model generates straightforward testable predictions about ooid size that can be validated in modern systems. In particular, the model predicts that, given a constant $\Omega_{\text{aragonite}}$, there should be a clear relationship between sediment transport mode and ooid size: zones characterized by suspended load transport should produce larger ooids than zones where sediment transport dominantly occurs in the bed load. Conversely, ooid size should also be sensitive to changes in carbonate saturation state if transport mode remains constant: for example, the model predicts decreases in ooid size in response to ocean acidification. More broadly, the dynamic equilibrium model indicates that ooid size provides a direct record of physical and chemical conditions of Earth surface environments, such that sedimentological observations of ooid grainstones can be used to quantify the carbonate chemistry of ancient seawater, harnessing a hitherto unrealized potential of ooids as paleoenvironmental proxies.
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